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the case of persons other than copartners who are not members of a joint Hindu family they have to apply to a civil court for obtaining what is called a succession certificate, and on that—they mention all the deaths with their application—they have to pay a rate of 2 per cent.
The Chairman : I am much obliged. In effect it is like a probate duty, though it is not on a will, it is on a succession ?
 143.	Lord Strathcona :   You say on page 36*  of
the Proposals :   " Death duties at present are a small
" item of revenue included under Stamp revenue,"—
Those are the probate duties.    They are included
under court fees.
 144.	My. Miller :  I would like to refer to page 39*
in the small book (Proposals), where it is stated that
" The second method by which the deficit may also
" be  reduced  would  be  either  an  increase  in  the
" rates of Customs duties or else the normal growth
" of Customs  revenue may also help in the same
" direction."    Duties are already very high, and I
think it is a fact that Government has more or less
planned,   or  at  any rate  has  expressed  the  pious
hope, that if any of the existing duties should pro
duce   an   appreciable  increased  revenue,   the   rates
would be reduced.    On what commodities, therefore,
would you suggest that the Customs duties might be
increased, or what new duties do you think should
be   imposed ?—I   am   not  prepared   to   make   any
detailed   recommendations.    It   is generally in   the
nature of a pious hope that the increase of Customs
duties will help to reduce other taxation.   You will
see that during the last few years the revenue from
Customs  duties  has  been  normally increasing.    It
was anticipated that that would help.
 145.	You were depending on an increased yield
of the present duties, not on new duties ?—I should
rather lay stress on that than on any further duties.
 146.	On page 39* you refer to the excise duty on
locally made cigarettes and pipe tobacco  and  you
say " as a rough estimate, therefore, it may be safely
" concluded that if the major portion of the duty on
" tobacco was assigned to the Government of India,
" a sum of 2 to 3 crores would become available for
" that Government."    I want to know whether there
are any figures on which this statement is made or
whether it is a rough estimate ?—It is a rough calcu
lation  based on the Todhunter Committee.    They
were very strongly in favour of putting on a tobacco
duty.    We made some inquiries and found that any
duty of this sort is difficult to put on in a single
province because of the risk of smuggling and the
suggestion is that if it is put on by the Central
Government it might give a large revenue as the
Todhunter Committee has suggested.
 147.	Is there actually locally manufactured pipe
tobacco ?—No.    The point is not of great import
ance   in   the   Bombay   Presidency.    There  is   very
little tobacco manufactured in Bombay.
 148.	Dr. B. R. Ambedkar :   Your scheme asking
for a share of the income-tax is really more intended
to produce  a. certain  amount of elasticity in the
revenues of the Government of Bombay than as a
rectification of any past error or wrong ?—Certainly.
 149.	You are asking it because the income-tax is
a more elastic source of revenue than any other
sources of revenue handed over to you ?—Yes, that
is one reason.

 160.	Your scheme involves the transfer of  non-
judicial stamps to the Government of India ?—Yes.
 161.	Do you not *>"TiTr that that is also a very
elastic source of revenue ?—Its elasticity has been
proved  during the last few years by continually
falling at a very steady rate.
 162.	The taxing of " futures " would be a con
siderable source of revenue to the Government of
Bombay?—It would,  but that is not at present
being taxed at all.
 163.	It might be regarded as a considerable source
of revenue ?—Yes.
* Vol. VH., ch. at.
 
 154.	And from that point of view you would not
like to transfer it to the Government of India ?—
That is a point for consideration.    The Government
of Bombay has brought that "to the notice of the
Government of India when we agreed  to this re
distribution.
 155.	With reference to the excise revenue, do you-
think it is advisable to transfer excise to the Govern
ment of India as a central source having regard, to
the fact that first of all it is an indirect taxation
which ought to go to the Central Government and
secondly because as you say there is a certain amount
of competition in the matter of the squrces of this
tax between the  Provincial Governments  and  the
Government of India ?—For instance you know that
the country-made foreign  liquor  is  taxed   by   the
Government of India ?—Is that so ?
 156.	And the Bombay Government taxes only the
country-made    liquor ?—I    think    we    are    taxing
country-made foreign liquors ;   we have an excise
duty.
 157.	This competition in the matter of taxation
does to a certain extent impair the policy of the
Government  of   Bombay  so  far   as   prohibition   is
concerned ?—I prefer to meet that by transferring
the  activities  of the  Government of  India  to  the
Government of Bombay rather than vice versa.
 158.	Is your proposed settlement intended more
or less to produce an amount of revenue that will
be adequate for your normal needs ?—Yes.
 159.	Besides its normal needs the Government of
Bombay has during the last ten years taken upon
itself the responsibility for certain abnormal expendi
ture such as, for instance, prohibition and compul
sory primary education ?—I would not admit that
the latter was abnormal.
 160.	It certainly would not be a normal source of
expenditure  because it is a new item ?—It is  an
extraordinary item.
 161.	Not included in the normal expenditure ?—
You may put it so.
 162.	So these two important things s^till remain
to be provided for ?—Yes.
 163.	They could not necessarily be met from the
new settlement you propose ?—No.
 164.	Do you think that the readjustment of the
settlement will involve a certain amount of extra
taxation ?—I think it probably will.
 165.	Do you think that the Bombay Legislative
Council as it is composed to-day would consent to
any extra taxation being imposed ?—I do not;   not
at any rate until the new settlement comes into force.
 166.	Supposing   some   settlement   is   reached ?—
I "would rather not express an opinion on that.    I
think the  revision   of   the   settlement   could   alter
the opinion of the Legislative Council to some extent.
 167.	Whatever new sources of taxation that you
may have to impose would of course affect the richer
classes ?—Which taxes are you referring to now ?
 168.	Any new taxes which you may propose for
meeting the deficit due to the prohibition policy or
to the introduction of compulsory primary educa
tion ?   For instance, when you think of new sources
of taxes, you may naturally think of taxation on
agricultural incomes or death duties,  taxes which.
affect the richer classes ?—I should prefer to say
that we hope that would be the effect;   but it is
impossible   to   give   an   answer  to   a   hypothetical
question of that sort.
 169.	Having regard to the present composition of
the Bombay Legislative Council, do you think that
we can carry through any proposal for taxation of
the sort I have mentioned or would it be difficult ?
—It is very difficult to answer a hypothetical question.
1701 Are you in favour of the separation of the accounts between the Government of Bombay and the Central Government ?—In theory undoubtedly
171. You do not tT"nfr there will "be any drawback in that ? For instance, some persons think that if you separate the accounts of the Government of Bombay from, those of the Central Government*
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